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Abstract

This article describes an integrated architecture for combining natural language processing with

speech understanding in the context of a dialog system.  In particular, we use both goals and

focus to restrict the possibilities which both a speech word matcher and parser must consider.

The integration of these knowledge sources results in improved speech recognition performance

without imposing unnatural restrictions on the user.
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1. Introduction: The Need to Integrate Speech and Natural Language
For many years, problems in speech recognition and natural language processing have been

studied independently of one another.  Speech processing efforts have focused on recognizing

single words or at most sentences read by a speaker.  Natural language processing work has

assumed its input consists of a typed representation of words, or text.  With the exception of

news broadcasts, speaking is not equivalent to reading aloud.  Similarly, it is unrealistic to

believe that natural input to a language understanding program will be textual, except for text

summarization tasks. People communicate with words.  They conduct conversations using

imperfect language.  The language is frequently elliptical and fragmented It contains numerous

incomplete words, restarted utterances and exhibits both silent and noisy pauses.  Current speech

recognition technology is imperfect.  Even speaker dependent systems have significant error

rates when evaluated on sentences read by a speaker.  However, natural communication is highly

structured [Gros77] and contains many natural constraints.  Tasks are conducted with a particular

set of goals or problems in mind.  The structure of a problem solving space has been long studied

[wile78, wile83book, newe72] (Cite SOAR, Minton and Carbonell). Goals, subgoals and

focused objects are well known issues in human dialog structure research. (cite Candy and

Barbara). Furthermore, dialogs conducted between humans and machines tend to be far more

directed and constrained than interpersonal discourse [HauptmannandGreen83] (cite Alex’s

qualifier and Philip’s study).

In this manuscript, we argue that it is realistic to study natural communication and speech

understanding by developing integrated architectures for combining NL and speech processing.

These architectures need to exploit naturally occurring constraints and use them for assisting

speech recognition.  We describe a human-computer dialog understanding system which

embodies an architecture that is a first step towards complete integration of speech recognition

and natural language processing.

In the past, a few researchers have looked at combining speech and natural language. While the

importance of syntactic constraints and semantic restrictions has been clearly recognized

[LowerreandReddy80, Ermanandlesser80], the dialog level constraints have been mostly

ignored. One early effort called TRIP [HWIM] acted as a travel budget manager’s assistant.

***** THEY CLAIM THEY DID ************************** CALL BLW TO CLARIFY

THIS While this studied used local semantic constraints to limit the words which could be
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recognized it failed to incorporate any knowledge of discourse structure, intersentential

information, user goals, or focus.

***************************************************** Psychological evidence points

to the importance of such contextual information in understanding spoken input.  The most

pronounced studies have demonstrated what has come to be called the word restoration effect.

Words and parts of words which are replaced by white noise are correctly understood by subjects

when enough contextual information is provided.  (* can we cite something for this assertion? *)

In this paper we present a first attempt to integrate speech and natural language processing in a

single system.  We maintain information which includes knowledge about the user’s goals,

current state in a goal tree, current concerns, and use this knowledge to limit the active grammar

and lexicon that speech recognition components rely upon to produce their search spaces.

Hence, our research examines issues regarding modelling the user and his intentions,

representing a dialog, robust and accurate speech recognition, and, in general, managing a

continuous, natural interaction with the user [rich3, wilensky84].

2. Overview of the MINDS System
Our research on integrating speech and natural language work is being done in the context of a

multimedia interactive dialog system [Young88a] called MINDS. The MINDS system provides a

robust user interface to a database which allows the user to interact with the system in whatever

manner seems most natural [barnett73, martin73, shneiderman80, leggettandwilliams84]. It

incorporates various technologies, including multiple bitmapped display screens (showing

various views of the information in the current context as well as menus and areas for typed

input), pointing devices, keyboards, speech input and speech output. The database currently

contains information about ships in the US Navy.  Information is displayed on the various

screens in different forms with greater emphasis on those items considered to be more important.

MINDS also uses knowledge of relevance to establish a current focus of attention to assist in

recognition of subsequent spoken utterances [gross77, mccue83].

MINDS is a multi-modal system. The user may choose among the various forms of input

(speech, typing or clicking) and the system decides what form of output is most appropriate.  The

user may speak into a microphone, asking the system questions about the status, location,

readiness and capabilities of ships in the US Navy.  The answers to these queries translate into
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changes in the display screens and to spoken output.  References to ships or positions or other

icons by using the mice to click on the various screens can be interspersed with spoken input.

The system then resolves this into a complete query.

A diagram of the components of the MINDS system can be seen in Figure 2-1.

All input is passed to an input manager.  Spoken and typed inputs are sent to the parsing module,

while pointing information is sent directly to the completion module.  The completion module

takes the parser output and information about items pointed to and integrates these into a

meaningful representation.  Hence, the completion module must deal with unrecognized words,

anaphoric references and elliptical utterances.  The module relies upon currently relevant goals,

subgoals and objects in focus to deal with unrecognized words, anaphoric references and to

determine the proper interpretation of a mouse click.  It also uses a history mechanism sensitive

to dialog states for processing elliptical input.  However, as it is not always possible to infer

missing words, the completion module can initiate a clarification dialog with the user.  Once a

representation is complete it is passed to the focus module which updates goals and focus and

creates one or more abstract database queries when appropriate. Queries are passed to a database

interface which translates the abstract queries into SQL statements and calls the DBMS.

Database output is then passed back to the focus module which again updates focus as

appropriate. Finally the focus module generates predictions for processing further input and

calls the display manager. The multi-modal output manager has the task of deciding how to

present the information to the user.  One screen map shows a large scale representation of the

area around the Indian Ocean, and another displays a more detailed, smaller scale map, whose

location is arranged by the user from the larger map.  A third screen shows a stack of ship icons

with iconic representations of their properties or capabilities that have been mentioned.  The

images of these icons are highlighted corresponding to their recency.  The output manager can

also initiate speech output when appropriate.

3. What are Predictions
In this manuscript we will focus on the derivation of predictions and their use in speech

recognition and parsing.  Let us first define what we mean by predictions. Predictions come in

four flavors: anaphoric, elliptic, semantic and dialog.

• Semantic predictions are characterized as concepts. They are defined by a
conceptual knowledge base, and include entities such as ships, missions,
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Figure 2-1: The Components of the MINDS System
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capabilities, locations and other objects that may appear on the screen.  The
semantic predictions thus refer to the set of possible concepts that may be mentioned
in the next utterance.  The semantic predictions are made in a hierarchical form.
This means that if all sons of a concept are currently allowable, only the highest
level concept information is stored in the semantic predictions slot.  The knowledge
base and current goal tree are later accessed to expand these higher level nodes into
individual concepts. For example, if all ships’ capabilities can be referred to, only
the ship-capabilities concept is predicted. If current scoping suggests that only a
limited subset of a concept’s categories are appropriate, the list of allowable
concepts is generated by the predictions module. If, for example, only some ships’
capabilities are relevant at this point, the list of these (i.e. Harpoon, Phalanx, TLAM,
SPS-48) is generated.

• Anaphoric predictions indicate what possible referents are available for anaphoric
reference. These must be concepts that have been previously mentioned and are still
considered of interest.  The referential predictions include distinctions between
plural and singular pronoun referents. Anaphoric predictions are used mostly to limit
syntactic variability.  Their format is similar to that of semantic predictions.

• Elliptic predictions limit the kinds of elliptic substitutions we can expect at a given
point. The predictions define which concepts are plausible for use in elliptic phrase
fragments. These predictions are also syntactic in their effect and their format is also
similar to semantic predictions.

• Dialog predictions define the the current place within a dialog script.  Although this
is usually a fairly high-level constraint, it may eliminate complete categories of
queries or commands.  Dialog script predictions are merely expressed as a current
dialog state.

Initially, the focus module establishes a set of predictions defined by the user’s goals.  These

predictions are used to place maximal constraints on the search space involved in large

vocabulary speech recognition. The predictions are expanded into potential sentential surface

forms. The section below on Expanding Predictions for the Parser illustrates how we

transform the predictions into sentential finite state networks.  The sentential networks are then

passed to the parser to guide and constrain speech recognition.  Throughout the dialog session,

predictions are constantly updated as events occur.

As discussed above, the focus module creates four types of predictions for the parsing module:

semantic predictions, anaphoric predictions, elliptical predictions and dialog predictions.  The

generation of these predictions will be described in detail below.  In our current implementation

of the MINDS system, the different predictions are stored in separate slots on a blackboard

schema.

The two types of syntactic predictions, i.e. anaphoric and elliptic predictions are expressed ....
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same as semantic, but no general hierarchy is allowed.

The purpose of generating predictions of this type is to make the prediction module independent

of a particular grammar or parser.  If the parser is not equipped to deal with the syntactic or

semantic distinctions, it may ignore them. However they provide all possible constraints

available at this level.  The prediction module can provide the necessary information without

knowledge of the parser in use or the structure of the grammar.  The syntactic predictions are

useful with most types of grammar because they can impose limitations on the manner in which

the semantic information can be expressed.

4. Generation of Predictions
Figure 4-1 illustrates the flow of control most important for this process.

Figure 4-1: Modules for Integrating Speech and Natural Language Processing

At the beginning of each user request, the parser receives a set of predictions generated by the

focus module.  These are continuously updated as events occur in the system.  The focus module

is generally responsible for maintaining knowledge about the users intentions, focus, dialog

scripts and goals states, as well as for querying the database and maintaining a history.  Two
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functions are central to the generation of predictions for the parsing module. They are:
1. Tracking goal states

2. Identifying objects and classes currently in focus

4.1. Representing and Tracking Goal States

The focus module identifies a user’s goal and tracks the users progress through various subgoal

states [Newe72] (cite SOAR, any others??).  In the simplest goal tree, there are numerous

subgoals. Many of these subgoals are necessary prerequisites for later subgoals.  Each of these

subgoals has a number of components which may be optional, mutually exclusive, ordered or

necessary only if the user does not have certain background knowledge.  While the use of goal

trees has been widely studied in the context of problem solving, planning [sace74] and learning,

with the exception of Grosz and Sidner, little research has addressed its use in dialog.  The

MINDS system contains goal based representations of the tasks subjects typically perform in the

given application domain.  These representations are hierarchical and point to domain entities

which are already represented in a domain knowledge base. The goal trees are dynamically

modified as the user progresses through a given task.  Tracking goal states and progress through

the problem solving search space allows us to narrow the semantic content of utterances the user

could speak next.  Four attributes of the goal tracking process are used to restrict the possible set

of utterances a user may say next:
1. substates of a goal

2. interaction of goal state with knowledge base semantics

3. semantics of the goal itself

4. constraints placed by earlier goals on a current goal

To illustrate how each of these attributes restricts what may come later in a dialog, we will use

an example problem which is commonly pursued by the intended users of the MINDS system.1

The exemplary problem is to find replacements for a disabled ship.  This goal has a number of

subgoals:

• determining the important attributes of the disabled vessel, particularly in
relationship to its mission

• finding other ships which have the requisite capabilities and which are available

• issuing orders to a particular ship or set of ships

1MINDS is being developed for use by the US Navy NOSC personnel to maintain and query the FRESH database
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4.1.1. Constraints derived from the goal tree

Each goal has many subgoals, as illustrated above.  Also, each subgoal has associated with it a

number of possible states.  By tracking a users progress through a goal or subgoal, we can derive

a limited set of predictions about the information the user is likely to request next.  For example,

if a user is focusing on ship capabilities and has already addressed a number of them, and the

database responses have not eliminated the need to ask for more capability information, we can

predict a constrained set of capabilities the user is likely to ask about next.  If a prior database

response eliminates the need to ask for more information about capabilities, we can predict the

other types of information the user will ask by moving up a level in the search tree and looking

for information not yet covered, e.g. mission ratings or ability to perform on different types of

missions. Hence, by tracking a users progress through a problem and using the structure of the

goal tree we can narrow down the goals the user is likely to pursue next and use this knowledge

to create a set of predictions which will limit the search space of the speech parsing module.

4.1.2. Use of knowledge base information in creating predictions

The information which could be included in a goal state is further restricted by knowledge-base

semantics. Each problem is unique in some ways.  Differences in specific problems or

specialization of a more general problem can be used to dynamically modify the goal tree and

hence the predictions generated.  For example, ship capabilities are a large class. However, this

class is semantically limited by ship type.  Only carriers have airplanes.  If a frigate (i.e. a

relatively small ship) is disabled, the capabilities associated with airplanes would be eliminated

from any searches for that ship’s critical capabilities.  Other problem specific constraints act

similarly. For example, the nature of the mission a disabled ship was on or the ship’s purpose in

the task force also limit which capabilities are important.  Hence, problem specific information

narrows or modifies the general structure of the goal tree.

4.1.3. Use of semantic information about a goal state in creating predictions

Goals at different levels of the goal hierarchy have semantic information and constraints

associated with them.  For example, if a user is pursuing a subgoal of inquiring about the purpose

of a disabled ship to a particular mission, all queries will involve either the single ship or the

mission. No other ships will be relevant. Similarly, only a certain set of the damaged ship’s

attributes will be important, namely those having to do with its ability to perform its role in the

mission. However, if we are considering a set of ships as possible replacements for the damaged
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ship, attributes such as availability, length of current deployment and importance of current

mission relative to the mission for which they are being considered are relevant.

4.1.4. Constraints formed by the dialog sequence

Earlier we described how a goal tree can be modified by the specific nature of a problem.

Similarly, a goal tree is dynamically modified by constraints discovered in earlier states.  One

example in the problem scenario described is the constraint imposed by a damaged ship’s critical

capabilities on the search for replacement ships.

In summary, by tracking a users progress through a dynamic goal tree, we can create a set of

predictions about the type of information the user is likely to ask for next.  While it is not

possible to derive a definitive single prediction due to the inherent flexibility a user must have in

performing a task, it is possible to derive a set of predictions using auxiliary tasks and the users

progress or state in a goal tree.

4.2. Focus Mechanism

Identifying a user’s goal and tracking progress through a problem solving search space enables

the MINDS system to draw predictions about the content most likely to be expressed in

following utterances.  Maintaining a representation of the objects currently in focus enables the

system to create syntactic predictions.  The focus mechanism keeps track of the objects a user is

interested in.  Thus, it must know the user’s goal, the questions asked and the database

responses, as well as the type of strategy being used.  For example, if a user is looking for ships

to replace a disabled ship the user could employ a successive narrowing strategy. A set of ships

with one of the capabilities of interest is defined.  Ships are successively eliminated as each of

the remaining capabilities is specified.  More than one ship may have the requisite abilities, in

which case the user would have to find the more appropriate one.  Possibly, no ship would have

all required capabilities and the user would have to select the best alternative. Knowledge of the

user’s strategy enables the focus mechanism to determine whether to add or remove ships from

the objects in focus.

To illustrate the types of predictions generated from the focus mechanism consider the following

examples:

• The user is informing the database about a disabled ship: The focus mechanism
would predict that no anaphoric referents could be used since no ships have been
identified.
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• The user is inquiring about a disabled ship: The focus mechanism predicts that only
single anaphoric referents can be used since a single ship is in focus.

• The user has already asked about capabilities and the database response indicates
that the user will continue seeking information about capabilities (note: the number
of ships in focus is irrelevant for this prediction): The focus module predicts that the
user could use an elliptical utterance to refer to one of the set of active capabilities.

• A set of ships satisfying all the requirements has been identified (perhaps they are
not deployed and are frigates).  The user could ask additional things about the set or
an individual ship. The focus module would predict that plural anaphoric referents
could be used but that elliptical utterances would be unlikely.

• The user has isolated a group of ships with certain required capabilities and
availability, and needs to choose the best of these.  Furthermore, the user has just
asked about the speed of one of them. The focus module predicts that the user could
ask about the speed of the remaining ships in the group (plural anaphora) or could
ask about the speed of a particular ship but not by using a single anaphoric referent.
Also, the user could use an ellipsis and specify only a shipname.

As illustrated by the above examples, determining the list of ships which are in focus and

generating predictions about possible linguistic forms requires access to knowledge about the

current goal, ships which have been identified and the context in which the identification was

made as well as the user’s strategy relative to a particular subgoal.  Database output can only be

evaluated relative to a goal and a user strategy.  In order to track focus, the module must keep

track of all inputs. A dialog task implies constant change and the MINDS system in particular

allows a user to input information in many distinct input modes.  Proper interpretation of input

and database output is a function of goals, history and any user strategies as well as the input

material itself.

5. Expanding the Predictions for the Parser
This section explains how the conceptual predictions are translated into syntactic network

patterns for the parser. The basic problems involves finding all the syntactic surface forms that

correspond to the underlying concepts that were predicted.

5.0.1. Use of semantic subnets

The semantic task grammar is partitioned into subnets.  A subnet defines allowable syntactic

surface forms to express a particular semantic content. For example, all ways of asking for the

capabilities of ships are grouped together into a subnet. Subnets are pre-compiled for efficiency.

The nodes represent word categories instead of words, so no recompilation is necessary as new

lexical items in existing categories are added to the lexicon.
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At times a concept is limited to certain subforms in its expressions.  E.g. ship capabilities may be

limited to various types of radar only, due to the focus predictions. The parser is then told that

for the variable ship-capabilities on the fillers associated with radar types are allowed.  Currently

this notion of variables denoting concepts and restrictions on the fillers for these concepts are

rather simplistic. Many of the fillers are restricted to be simple words or word strings. Allowing

arbitrary subnets for all concept variables or concept fillers is not possible in the current system.

5.0.2. Dialog state subnets

Each of the dialog states in the script is associated with a series of syntactic subnets. These

subnets generally do not restrict the objects which can be talked about, but limit the sentence

types used during this dialog phase. Thus declarative sentences are not relevant when we expect

queries about ships. They are relevant when information is given to the database within certain

parts of the script. Interrogatives and imperatives are also matched with dialog states. We further

refine the dialog state subnets according to specific features in a dialog state. E.g. commands to

alter the organization of the display windows are only appropriate in certain dialog states.

Furthermore they use fairly rigid kinds of syntactic structures to refer to the screen objects and

their manipulation.  You would never hear a passive request such as "This window should be

enlarged by me" but rather something like "Enlarge this window" or "I want to remove this ship

from the display".

5.0.3. Syntactic Partitioning

In addition to the semantic subnets, the task grammar is also partitioned along the syntactic

dimensions addressed by the focus module.  Thus we have separate subnets for ellipses and

expressions involving anaphora. This grouping is orthogonal to the semantic subnet clusters

mentioned above.  We classify the semantic content as well as the syntactic structure of each

grammar subnet.

5.0.4. Translating predictions into surface forms

The focus module continually updates the set of predictions that are active.  Since we have

precompiled all the subnets according to the categories of the semantic, syntactic and dialog

predictions, the actual transformation of predictions into surface form subnets is simple. First we

examine only the subnets that are relevant to a particular dialog state.  Through extensive cross-

indexing, we can quickly find those subnets which involve the predicted concepts, remove the

ones that are syntactically illegal based on the ellipsis and anaphora predictions and pass the
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combination of these networks to the parser.  The parser then forms an active grammar and

lexicon based on the currently active subnets and category fillers.

6. Speech Parsing with Strong Constraints
In this section. we will describe the speech system and parsing strategy used.  While the

discussion centers around speech input, we use the identical parser for typed input. Typed input

merely presents fewer of the problems we have to deal with in speech understanding.

When a user speaks an utterance, the ANGEL [adams86]  front-end produces a network of

phonetic labels from the speech input.  A set of independent locators is used to segment the

speech. These locators look for features in the signal indicating events like stops, fricatives,

closures, etc.  The segments form a network, in that there are alternate paths through the same

area of speech.  Once the speech is segmented, the segments are labelled.  A vector of phoneme

labels with a probability for each is assigned to the segment.

The parser module takes the network of phonemes produced by the front end as input and forms

a set of phrase hypotheses. This is where the subnets generated through the predictions are used.

It incorporates lexical access routines to match words against the subnets derived from the

predictions. For each word, there is a network of phonemes that represents allowable

pronunciations of the word. These word models are generated by applying a set of rules to the

baseform phonemic transcription of the word. <cite Alex R. ICASSP 87>

The parser produces a set of plausible words from the subnets and searches for those word

models in the phoneme network. This procedure is in effect implementing a network to network

match. Phrase hypotheses are assigned a score based on the quality of match of their component

words and a beam search is used to limit the number of phrases to be pursued.

6.1. Incomplete Matching is Sufficient

Since the partitioning and interpretation is semantic, all words need not be correctly recognized

for the system to fulfill the request. The appropriate subnet must be determined and the "variable

fillers" or content words must be correctly recognized. Misrecognition of other words in the

surface forms does no harm. The system must recognize that the user asked about a specification

for a ship, that the specification was SPEED and that the ship was KENNEDY. It is irrelevant

whether the user said "Please show me" or "What’s the" as the request form.  Grouping of
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subnets according to meaning allows us to tailor the speech recognition to these content words

and de-emphasize filler words.

6.2. Island Driving vs Left-to-Right

We are currently experimenting with two basic parsing strategies, Left-to-Right and Island-

Driving. The left-to-right parser starts with a partial hypothesis which is the start token. It forms

new hypotheses by adding words to the end of current ones. At the beginning of a cycle, the set

of current hypotheses is examined, and a set of words which can extend current hypotheses is

formed. This set depends on the currently active subnets and variable fillers. These words are

then matched against the next portion of the phoneme net and each word is given a score

reflecting the quality of its match. The words are then appended to the current hypotheses and

the process repeats until the entire phoneme net is consumed.

The island-driven parser forms a set of words which are all words that can appear in any position

in the currently active subnets.  The phoneme net is scanned for matches of these words. A

threshold match score is set. Word matches that have a score better than the threshold are kept as

islands, and others are pruned. All islands that can juncture are joined to form larger islands.

The parser then seeks to join these islands. Two islands are joined by generating the sequences of

words that could join them and searching for these words in the corresponding area of the

phoneme net.

The left-to-right parser is more efficient in that it can use all grammatical and lexical constraints

in a single pass. The minimal set of words is used at each point. However, it is less robust than

the island-driven parser. If the correct word match is not found at some point, the following

matches may become misaligned causing the entire phrase to be missed.  Here, misaligned

means that words are being searched for in the wrong area of the phoneme net.  Word matches

can be missed because of mispronunciations, noise, front end errors, incorrect word models, etc.

6.3. Misrecognized Words

Both types of parsers allow for misrecognized words, but the island-driven version is more

robust in recovering from missing word errors.  When the parser forms a hypothesis in which

one or more words have a very bad match score, it marks these words as misrecognized. If such

a word is not a variable filler the system may proceed without further clarification. If a filler

word is suspect, it must be verified by the user.  This process are discussed in the section on
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CLARIFICATION below.  One option is provided by the parser, since it produces a set of phrase

hypotheses instead of a single best one. The user may be offered a "pop-up" menu of other

variable fillers and phrase interpretations taken from alternate phrase hypotheses.

7. Putting it all together
An interactive dialog does not merely consist of repeated question answer cycles.  We define a

cycle as a satisfactory, complete pair of user request and system response (i.e. the system

receives a correct, legitimate request and provides an answer or action in response).  Within a

cycle, there may be a series of interactions between the system and user to clarify, disambiguate

or correct the request. Any truly interactive system must allow for the possibility that something

was misunderstood, mistyped, misspoken or otherwise erroneously communicated or interpreted.

Before a user request can be transferred to the focus module, the completion module ensures it is

correct, complete and all references are resolved.

7.1. Integration of different modalities

The system contains modules to integrate references and resolve ellipses. In addition to the

standard techniques for doing this, we also have to consider mouse clicks as referents or

utterances. Our current strategy is to consider a mouse click on some object identical to speaking

or typing the name of that object. Of course, there also some considerations of time involved. In

the phrase Move <click> this here <click>, two clicks occur and their timing relative to the

utterance is important. Details of our algorithms discussing these integration strategies can be

found in a forthcoming technical report.

7.2. Clarification

If the information assembled by the parser is ambiguous or there are missing parts, a clarification

dialog is initiated. This will happen when a content word could not be recognized from the

speech signal, when a content word was mistyped or when an utterance was produced which

does not match one of the currently predicted subnets. It could also occur if anaphoric referents

could not be resolved. The standard procedure there is to ask the user a question about the

intended utterance. In addition, a "pop-up" menu appears on the screen. The user is then free to

speak, type or click the clarification. Since we have at this point many strong constraints on the

input due to the predictions and partially recognized input, there are usually very few alternatives
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to choose from. There are also precompiled canonical expressions used when querying the user

for specific concepts, fillers or subnets.

7.3. Verification

Before the state of the system changes and an time-intensive database query is initiated, we

verify that the speech was correctly parsed. This is not necessary for typed input, nor if the

utterance recognition accuracy was sufficiently high.  However, most of the time, the speech

recognition really constitutes an imperfect best guess, so we do want to check with the user if the

system’s understanding is correct. We display a paraphrase of the system’s interpretation of the

utterance as text, as well as speaking it.  Again the user may acknowledge this by clicking on a

pop-up menu, typing or speaking a confirmation or disconfirmation. The parser also uses a

subnet to parse this. Alternatively, unless the user rejects the interpretation of his input within a

few seconds, the system assumes an affirmative response.

8. Evaluation and Future Directions
It is obvious that MINDS represents only a beginning in integrated dialogues.  Our mechanisms

for grammar partitioning and recombination are relatively simple and hand constructed. At this

point, they work well for simple kinds of sentences, but further work is necessary to scale up to

the complete flexibility that language is capable of. Domain specificity, or the limited set of

entities and functions into which we map the sentences allow us to ignore issues of deeper

understanding and finer nuances in expressions.  In the future we will be working to generalize

this this approach to adapt quickly to any limited domain.

The dialog scripts, goals and focus are also based on a detailed manual analysis of the domain

and its problem solving "scripts".  If the analysis is faulty and the user departs significantly from

the dialog script, problems arise.  The adequacy of the anticipated goal structure is therefore

crucial. In our task domain, we have conferred with experts and have refined the system over

months of testing. We are now looking into automating ways to analyze a preferred way of

solving problems from user transcripts without strong predictions in place initially. As the

patterns emerge clearly, the predictions also fall into place.  Along similar lines, stronger

predictions and therefore reduced ambiguity can be obtained from tailoring individual user

profiles into the user module to generate predictions.  In our domain, there will be a difference

between an aircraft carrier captain querying the system or a young midshipman.
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Another worthwhile area of work is the system’s understanding along the conceptual boundaries

of the domain.  Here we will explore the systems potential to respond to completely ill-formed

queries. In response to queries about things the system does not know, but which are common or

"close", we should expect the system to be more helpful than merely saying: "Please rephrase

that!."

Presently the system is not able to make sense of things outside the range of it’s predictions. The

next version of the system will have a multi layered set of predictions. With this model we can

gradually relax some of the constraints in the face of bad evidence in the spoken input. The idea

is that the system first parses with the most restrictive set of constraints possible. Should the

parse fail, we try again, looking beyond the immediate predictions and allowing other alternative

expressions to occur.

Other items on our research agenda include the expansion of the menu selection facilities. We

would like the user to be able to always have a choice of all input modalities: speaking, typing

and clicking. If the user so chooses, he should never have to do anything besides click (or type or

speak). In addition, we are looking for tighter integration of the ability to speak/type and click

simultaneously.

The perplexity of the active grammar varies greatly throughout the course of a dialog.  It would

be desirable to help the user understand where the high perplexity points occur and encourage

use of the natural and most constraining input modality alternatives at these points.

(I haven read the relevant tresearch, so someone else should expand on the following:)

Prosodics at various levels are also an important part of this.  Recently researchers have focused

on the interaction of prosody (define) with dialog states and substates (Mitch Marcus’ grad

student) and its use in disambiguating sentences with multiple meanings (Pierre-Humbolt).  The

implication of these studies is that domain independent methods for extracting certain signal

information may be highly correlated with dialog phenomenon which to date have be analyzed

using knowledge intensive, domain dependent techniques.
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